Committee on Agriculture & Natural Resources.

After consideration on the merits, the Committee recommends the following:

SB19-070 be amended as follows, and as so amended, be referred to the Committee of the Whole with favorable recommendation and with a recommendation that it be placed on the consent calendar:

1 Amend printed bill, page 2, line 10, strike "foundation" and substitute "gifts, grants, and donations".

2 Page 2, line 11, strike "or reject gifts and devises GIFTS," and substitute "or reject gifts, and devises".

3 Page 2, line 15, after "sell," insert "EXPEND,"

4 Page 2, lines 17 and 18, strike "public as specified in this section." and substitute "public. as specified in this section.".

5 Page 2, line 22, strike "department in the provision and" and substitute "department. in the provision and"

6 Page 2, strike line 23 and substitute "maintenance of parks, recreational areas, or scenic or natural areas and for".

7 Page 2, line 24, strike "related uses." and substitute "related uses.".

8 Page 3, line 6, strike "foundation" and substitute "foundation GIFTS, GRANTS, AND DONATIONS".

*** *** *** **